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Résumé Dans la région égéenne des fractures en direc
tions NW, NNW, NE et ENE, localement aussi E/W
et N/S, sont prédominantes. Des accidents ma
jeurs sont alignés en plusieurs "arcs frac
turaux" parall~les ~ l'arc insulaire Hellénique.
Ils témoignent d'une compression laterale
en alternance avec les mouvements d'extension
prédominants dans le Cénozoique supérieur. Ce
résultat pourrait correspondre ~ l'hypoth~se

des "arcs induits" proposée par BRUNN (1976).

The fracturaI pattern of the central and southern parts of

the Aegean region was analysed by different methods:

- For the continental and island areas, a map of satellite

lineations drawn by KRONBERG & GÜNTHER was locally com

pleted and checked by the interpretation of aerial photo

graphs in selected areas. Bath evaluations were control

led in the field. The results of these 3-level investi

gations are complementaryand partially overlapping.

- For the sea floor, only the major faults could be de

duced from submarine morphology recorded in nautical

isobath rnaps: Abrupt linear steepings in the subrnarine
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relief were interpreted to be caused by active faults.

The morphological analysis was complemented by the re

flection seismic results of JONGSMA et al. (1977) and

STANLEY & PERISSORATIS (1977).

In the whole region,two rectangular systems of fractures

predominate: NW/SE and NE/SW on one hand and NNW/SSE and

ENE/WSW on the other. Both are due to supraregional

stress fields. Additionally, E/W fractures and locally

N/S elements occur. Within the pattern of the major faults,

the diagonal systems interfere with large "fracturaI arcs"

parallel to the Hellenic island arc, the bordering faults

of which do not prolongate into the limitations of the

West Anatolian grabens, but meet them with a sudden change

of their directions. These configurations as weIl as the

narrow curvature of the arcs may be due to a lateral short

ening of the crust which probably alternated with the

predominant processes of distraction during the Upper Ce

nozoic. BRUNN's hypothesis of induced orogenic arcs may

possibly serve for a geodynarnic interpretation.

The uprisal of the south Aegean mantle dome did not pro

duce a significant radial pattern of fractures. Probably,

older fractures were revived by this process.

The centers of the South Aegean volcanic arc are situated

on crossings of young fractures.
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